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adjustment problems of foreign students
in US colleges and universities
by christine F meloni

according to the international institute east and southeast asia frequently list lack
of education 336985 foreign students of sufficient english language proficiency as
came to study in colleges and universities their overriding concern along with voca-

tionalin the united states for the 1983 academic planning and difficulty in making
year this large number of such admissions friends they also sometimes perceive the
testifies to the importance these schools community as being unfriendly and a sense
attach to having such students on campus of social isolation can set in
having admitted these students these in-
stitutions can play a key role in facilitating africans and latin americans report
the students adjustment to life in a new major concern regarding grades like the
culture asian students they also find it difficult

to make friends and in some cases they
what are foreign students perceive unfriendliness in the community
most common problems

students from india and pakistan list
many studies have been carried out to money as a major problem in addition to

determine the major problems faced by making friends and dating
foreign students even keeping in mind that
individual characteristics can determine academic issues are the overridingsome of the problems students encounter

concern of students from the middle east
most studies that homesickness seemsagree

iran and afghanistan some problems areto rank as the most serious personal problem directly related to language proficiencyranking next after homesickness are prob-
lems completing written examinations in theegrelated to finances housing and food

same time as american students communi-
cating

major academic problems include english
in oralthoughts english presentinglectureslanguage proficiency understanding and taking notesparticipating in class discussions and pre-

paring

reports

written and oral reports social other problems may be due more tomentioned americanproblems usually are
culture than to language one of the mostsocial customs making friends relation-

ships serious difficulties for arab studentsmanywith the opposite sex and being
is written assignments there is a strongaccepted by social groups emphasis in arab culture on the verbal
aspect of language and therefore it is

what variables affect student adjustment quite possible that arab students under-
graduates and graduates alike have never

nationality studies have found that had a written assignment before coming to
the national origin of the student does the united states
influence what a students major problems
will be of course the characteristics another academic problem that arab
of the institution will also make some dif-
ference

students face is the course elective system
urban rural large small large city in the arab educational system each program

small town nonetheless there seem to be of study is very structured with no choice
some trends of courses therefore arab students are not

used to planning their own programs as
homesickness attacks everyone at some american students are and they become

time beyond that students from the far frustrated when their advisors leave the
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decision up to them as to what their course cation in the US require them to achieve
of study should be a minimum score on a standardized test

such as the ALIGU MTELP or TOEFL
arab students also have trouble with as a prerequisite for admission it has been

plagiarism a totally new concept for them found however that english courses abroad
they are accustomed to learning by making frequently do not prepare students ade-

quatelythe knowledge of others their own without for college level work in the united
critical analysis consequently they en-
counter

states therefore special courses in english
difficulties in written assignments as a second or foreign language should be

in which american professors expect them offered by institutions that admit foreign
to distinguish between original ideas and students
information gained from other sources

orientation programs there is a great
undergraduate vs graduate students need for predeparture orientation programs

undergraduates have significantly more aca-
demic

for students coming to the united states
and personal problems especially the following topics would be of primary

courseworkcoursework finances and food than culture theimportance american american
graduate students system of higher education living and educa-

tional expenses in the united states andsex differences levels of alienation there ofimmigration regulations is course
seem to be equally high among male and also the need for a series of orientation
female students although among afghans
and Iranians some female students ex-
periencedperienced significantly more problems than christine meloni taught EFL in italy
male students this finding may not be too from 1966 to 1976 and has taught
surprising given the cultures from which ESL at george washington university
these students come since 1977 she is currently writing

her doctoral dissertation in which she
marital status married students seem to compares the needs of students from

have fewer problems in all areas academic the far east and the middle east and
personal and social it has been hypothesized recommends appropriate support serv-

icesthat students who are married and live with for each group
their families will be less socially alienated
than unmarried students

sessions on these or similar topics when
major field of study one study found students arrive on campus as well as for well

that students who were majoring in the organized general orientation programs very
humanities or social sciences had signi-
ficantly

much like those provided for all entering
fi more academic problems than those freshmen
majoring in the sciences and engineering
there were however no significant dif-
ferences

counseling it has been demonstrated
ferences in their personal and social problems that foreign students are under a great

deal of stress as they try to adapt to US
how can institutions facilitate the culture certainly the difficulty in making
adjustment of foreign students friends is a contributing factor they are

unlikely however to consult psychologists
language instruction english language or counselors for help in coping walter

proficiency seems to be one of the major 1978 reports sundbergssundberghSundbergs finding that
concerns of international students As noted foreign students are more likely to seek
earlier asian students rate it very high and other foreign students to help them solve
students from the middle east experience personal problems than professionals but
academic difficulties that are tied heavily other foreign students may impede the
to language proficiency most foreign stu-
dents

adaptation to the host culture and the in-
dividualsstudy english in their own countries dividuals sense of independence the

and virtually all institutions of higher edu problem then is what kinds of services
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can be provided to ease the stress before meleismcleis afaf 1I 1982 arab students in
it becomes overwhelming certainly the western universities social properties
foreign student advisor has a critical role in and dilemmas journal of higher edu-

cationspotting the stress as it begins to build and july august439 47
in directing students toward outlets to help
ease it owie ikponmwosalkponmwosa 1982 social alienation

among foreign students college student
host family As is evident from the journal summer 16365163 65

studies conducted to determine the prob-
lems of foreign students social isolation payindpaying mohammad alam 1979 academic
is a major one A host family plan in which personal and social problems of afghan
an american family adopts a foreign and iranian students in the united states
student can give the student a sense of educational research quarterly sum
belonging to the community the student mermer3mera 3 11

may live with the family or may be invited
to be part of family events or to simply visit perkins carolyn et al 1977 A comparison
the family regularly various organizations of the adjustment problems of three
eg experiment in international living international student groups journal

youth for understanding and the council of college student personnel september
on international educational exchange 38288382 88
have a successful track record in finding
and preparing host families stafford thomas H jr et al 1978 relat-

ionshipstionships between adjustment of inter-
nationalstudy buddy program A study students and their expressed

buddy program initiated on the duluth need for special programs and services
campus of the university of minnesota at a US university paper presented
seems to be quite successful in this case at the annual meeting of the american
foreign students who need assistance with college personnel association denver
english or study skills are given an american colorado ED 155 579
student partner it has been recommended
that every foreign student be offered a story kathryn E 1982 the student
mature student counterpart to provide en-
couragement

development professional and the foreign
couragement in everyday situations student a conflict of values journal of

college student personnel january
667066 70
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